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Key events in developed markets
Next week's data should confirm some weakness in the US and
Canada - and could give us more insight into future rate cuts from
both central banks.…

Source: Shutterstock

US: Slowdown signals
We have regularly talked of the headwinds facing the US economy and particularly its
manufacturing sector. Weak global growth in an environment of dollar strength is creating a tough
environment to export into and a long and fraught trade battle is amplifying the downside risks for
growth. This was clearly evident in the ISM manufacturing survey, which posted its weakest
reading for 10 years. The direct implication is that profitability is under threat and businesses are
becoming more nervous about the economic outlook and are pulling back on investment and
hiring. The upcoming data is likely to highlight that the small business sector is not immune, with
the National Federation of Independent Businesses’ survey set to edge lower while the University
of Michigan confidence index is also expected to see some softening. Inflation is broadly in line with
the target so we expect to hear Federal Reserve officials indicate a willingness to offer more
stimulus in the coming months. We continue to look for further 25 basis point rate cuts in
December and in 1Q20.

Canada: Focus on jobs report
In Canada, the jobs report will be in focus and any softness here amid the pessimism on global
growth could reignite the prospects of an interest rate cut. Nothing is expected in October given
the proximity to Federal elections, but we continue to see the potential of a rate cut before year-
end.
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UK's Brexit proposals in focus as time runs out for a deal
The UK's Brexit proposals have been met with scepticism by the EU, and as things stand, the
chances of a deal being agreed and approved by Parliament appear low. Talks are ongoing
between both sides, and it is possible the UK is willing to make concessions to make its plan more
palatable to EU leaders - perhaps by reverting to asking for a time limit on the existing Irish
backstop. However, it's not clear that this approach would succeed, or that any middle ground
exists between what is acceptable for the EU, the Prime Minister, and the UK Parliament. Our base
case remains that we are heading for another Brexit delay and late-2019 election.

Developed Markets Economic Calendar

Source: ING, Bloomberg

Click here to download a printer-friendly version of this table

https://think.ing.com/uploads/reports/0310DMCal.pdf
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Asia week ahead: China-US trade talks
resume
In an otherwise light economic calendar, Malaysia's 2020 budget will
be the highlight alongside US-China trade talks next week in Asia.
Trade data…

Source: Shutterstock

Trade talks – fingers crossed
After a breather of more than two months, Chinese and American trade representatives return to
the negotiation table next week. While President Trump sees a 'good chance' of a trade deal
'sooner than you think', the news of Chinese companies starting to purchase US agricultural goods
this week with a waiver from retaliatory import tariff bodes well for the upcoming talks.

Even so, caution is warranted given the breakdown of earlier negotiations. President Trump’s on-
and-off rhetoric against China’s trade practices and the US now considering limiting financial flows
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to China too means the risk of yet another negotiation round ending in vain still exists.

Aside from the trade developments, there is little on the Chinese calendar to drive markets after a
week of pause in trading for the National Day holiday this week.

Malaysia budget – growth comes first
Malaysia’s finance minister Lim Guan Eng presents the 2020 Federal Budget to parliament on 11
October. Malaysia’s export-driven economy is holding up well in the face of accelerating global
economic slowdown due to the trade and tech war. With steady GDP growth, the finance minister
is confident of achieving the target reduction in fiscal deficit to 3.4% of GDP this year from 3.7% in
2018, which seems fine for now.  

However, the key question is whether these positive trends will be sustained into next year and
beyond as the government aims to trim deficit under 3% in the near-term (2.8% by 2021). Indeed,
it’s going to be difficult for the economy to continue to outperform as global headwinds are getting
stronger and this demands greater policy support. Without losing sight on continued fiscal
consolidation, the government will need to pursue an expansionary fiscal policy to support growth.
It’s going to be a challenge.

We don’t see them backtracking on the fiscal goals, though the planned 3% of GDP deficit for 2020
sounds optimistic for now.

Trade figures – how’s electronics doing?
Is the global electronics downturn near its trough yet? For answers, look out for trade reports from
Taiwan and the Philippines next week. Electronics and electronic parts dominate exports in both of
these countries, accounting for about a third of Taiwan’s total exports, while that share is more
than half in the Philippines.

The recent pick-up in the growth of electronics export from these countries stems from new
smartphone launches. However, such seasonal boosts are quickly reversed, while weak economic
prospects weighing on consumer confidence and deterring spending on more fancy gadgets is the
added whammy this time around.

That said, the recent green shoots are hopeful signs of the electronics cycle close to it's low. The
recovery could be prolonged, though.
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Asia Economic Calendar

Source: ING, Bloomberg, *GMT

Click here to download a printer-friendly version of this table

https://think.ing.com/uploads/reports/0310AsiaCal_.pdf
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Key events in EMEA and Latam next week
Inflation data from Romania, Hungary and the Czech Republic will
likely show some softening while in Russia, we're looking for the
current account…

Source: Shutterstock

Russia: Current account surplus to increase but key risks
remain

Russia is likely to report a $12 billion current account surplus for 3Q19, which was fully sterilized by
FX purchases mandated by the budget rule. In 4Q19, the current account is set to expand to
$25-30 billion on seasonality, meaning that only 40-50% of it will be offset by FX interventions.
This, however, doesn’t mean that the rouble is out of the woods as a number of risks remain,
including a deterioration of non-fuel exports, persistent private capital outflows and a weakening of
portfolio inflows into the local public debt market (OFZ). Next week’s balance of payments release
should be watched for signs of any of the above.

Hungary: All eyes on the inflation reading
The most important data release is clearly the September inflation reading. We see the headline
indicator dropping below 3% for the first time since January 2019. The main driver behind this is
the base effect in fuel and food prices, so it won’t help to drag down the core reading. Core inflation
might move up to 3.9% year-on-year, as the weaker forint and higher prices in services kick in.
When it comes to industry, we see significant uncertainty in the August reading, but high volatility
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is expected to remain. We base our pessimistic call on the downward trend in the Purchasing
Managers Indices and the usual summer shutdowns.

Czech Republic: Beware of the calendar and base effects
While the July figures were supported by two more working days, August real data will suffer
from one less working day in year-on-year terms. As such, we should see much weaker prints
compared to the previous month. Industrial production will experience a year-on-year fall, not only
due to the calendar bias but also a 10% YoY fall in car production, which followed a more than 20%
YoY increase in July. September CPI will remain close to the 3% tolerance band, but as package-
holiday prices usually fall after the summer-months season, we expect some deceleration in YoY
headline CPI, which is also due to a minor drop in food and fuel prices. Conversely, a public
transport discount introduced in September 2018 will fall out of the YoY comparison.

Romania: Inflation to inch slightly lower towards 3.6%
We expect September inflation to inch 0.2 percentage points higher compared to the previous
month. This will translate into a 3.6% annual figure versus 3.90% in the previous month, with food
and non-food items accelerating MoM. More importantly, core inflation is likely to remain just
below the 3.50% central bank upper target.

EMEA and Latam Economic Calendar
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Click here to download a printer-friendly version of this table

https://think.ing.com/uploads/reports/0310EMEALatamCal.pdf
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